
You ask if we oum the land. And mock us. "Where is your

title? "When we query the meaning of your words you
answer with taunting arrogance. "Where art the documents

to prove thRt you oum the land?" Title. Documents. Proof.
Such arrogrance to speak of owning the land when you
shall be owned by it. How can you own that which will
outlive you? Only the race oum the land because only the

race 'iots fortVt'T.

M4I:li-ing Dulag
Kalinga Chieft4lin, Philippines
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Beginning of the Cultural Crisis: Integrati(J
into the Market System

The global expansion of capitalism and co:
during the Great Depression in Europe in 1873 tri
mobilization of capital to new production
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as maize, potatoes, squash,
sunflower, and other prod
rubber and palm-oil, massi,
about the displacement of local biodiversity
monocultures of raw materials for European

Historical accounts of this trade flow focus on the
indigenous people whom Wolf referred to as "people without
history.' Colonization severely limited political and economic
autonomy as these people have to yield up substantive authority

Historical ac
indigenous people \'

history.'
autonomy U me5e people nave to ytela up suostanuve aumonty
and gradually relinquish the capacity to reproduce their social
networks and hierarchies. 'People's lives (were) reshaped to
correspond to the dictates of the capitalist mode."

According to Polanyi, the spread of capitalism into

Thus, the penetration by the market system of previously
non-market territories established a dichotomy of economy and
society, with the latter subordinated to the former, this Polanyi
calls the 'disembedding of the economy from society.'s This
means that people's economic activities ceased to operate as a
function of their social relations, their culture and identity. The
institutions which sustain their sense of communities were
likewise replaced by artificially organized systems of production
and consumption, of the processes of buying and selling.
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However, the

'is primarily a cultural not an economic phenomenon...
(n)ot economic exploitation, as is often assumed, but the
disintegration of the cultur.l environment of the victim is

then the cause of the degradation. The economic process,
may, Mturally, supply the vehicle of the destruction, and
almost invan.bly economic infmority will make the weaker
yield, but the immediate cause of his undoing is not for
that reason economic; it lies in the lethal injury to the
institution in which his social existence is embodied. The

result is loss of self-respect and standards...'6

Daly and Cobb recognize one problem related to market
as 'the corrosiveness of self-interest on the moral context of the
community.' They argue that shared values which maintain
the community (honesty, kindness, initiative) are reduced by
market to the level of personal taste which is explicit in the
positivistic, individualist philosophy of value on which modem
economic theory is based. For the market, values are derived
only from satisfaction of individual wants.'

Hirsch identifies this 'depletion of moral capital' as a
I\egative externality or adverse unintended effect of economic
activities. With the integration of an otherwise non-market
~ommunity with the market system, there is increased pressure
for use of time as people become engaged in material
consumption and competition for additional income to maintain
their position in the society. Because of this, there is a decline
in sociability and erosion of social ethic.-

There develops excessive production of individual activity
channeled through the market so that the commmercialized
sector of people's lives is unduly large. Commodity bias gives
rise to commodity fetishism as people begin to neglect the social
context in which individual acquisition of goods and services
takes place.' The movement of people also results to less social
contact, less reciprocation on a bilateral basis, and the decay of
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traditional ties. The
Sahlins observed in primitive

An illustration of the
encroachment of the market system
indigenous people is provided in the
cultivation of palm-oil in their
hunger and exploitation.

Polanyi's words, the 'sha
attributed to the commodification of the
for exploitation and individual
of the people's identity and culture. The
social fabric also results in the loss of 'ledge
that have been passed from generation to generation and which
includes vast information on biological resources and their uses.
The loss is due to its replacement by the modem knowledge
system that came together with capitalist expansion.'

Modern View of the Land

As mentioned earlier, the expansion of capitalism brought
about in the transformation of land into exchangeable
commodity, abstracted from the totality of the natural world, at
the same time delinking it from the culture and institutions that
its relationship with the people has given rise to, and which
regulate its status and function}O Being reduced into mere space,
it was deprived of its meaning as a productive part of nature,
one commodity among others, whose possession is motivated
by profit and exploitation of water, forest, minerals and animals.

Polanyi described the process as a result of the demands

of the capitalist society.

The first stage was the commercialization of the soil,
mobilizing the feudal revenue of the land. The second was

the forcing up of the production of food and organic raw
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materials to serve the needs of a rapidly growing industriGl

population on a national scale. The third was the extension
of such a system of surplus to overseas and colonial
territories. With the last step, land and its produce were
finally fitted into the scheme of a Stlf-reguUting world
market.1I

~o, with the last step,
.ed on the conquered t
ship of land and access to i

im

on individual rights, stipulatE
have been legislated by an elit
influence community decision

For the indigenous pi
document makes their ter
intervention from the goven
outsid~rs who wish to exploit

Neal argues that the use
may be ethnocentric, as 'propert
refers to 'relationships of peopll
to other people.'t3 This latter iJ
with how the indigenous peopl
their territories.

The idea of property also
all natural resources by the Ian
the latter. The 'full reality of Is
people, is
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idea of property also led to the misrepresentation of
resources by the land as the former are reduced to
The 'full reality of land', at least for the indigenous
ignored by the market and economic theory. This
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full reality-- the land's embeddedness in social relations giving
identity to communities and providing them material support
for survival- is not accounted for in the highly abstract modem
concept of the land which represents all natural resources and
individuals, and all the living things supported by the land,
except for labor expended in raising them.

As a result of this ignorance, and as a result of the crises
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t:artesian world vIew and conuastel
ecological/holistic one (See Table 1).
embodied in scientific inquiry is
environmental crisis.

Not only has the knowledge system iJ
methodologies led to certain technologies,
flourishing of capitalism and materialism.
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